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THE BUZZ
Holland Park Kindergarten's Official Newsletter

DIRECTOR'S REPORT
KEY DATES

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM AND PRACTICE

Thursday March 3
Parent Information Evening

Sunday March 13
Welcome Breakfast
Thursday March 17
Management Committee
Meeting

Welcome to Holland Park Kindy’s first newsletter for 2022!

The first term is a challenging one for both children and families as they become
accustomed to a new environment, not to mention some angst over COVID
presence. New routines, new friends, new teachers, and a new program are a lot
to undertake for all. The children in both groups are beginning to remember
routines, which assists them in their ability to predict what comes next and what
they need to do to be independent throughout the day. The returning Kindy
children have also played a role in being our ‘assistant teachers’ to support
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Director's Report

children new to the Centre. It is important to encourage the children to be
capable and competent. All the children attending our Centre are capable of so
much and we will continue to support their efforts rather than take their power
away by “doing things for them”.

President's Report
Events Update
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When your child is told, “You’re going to Kindy” I often wonder what thoughts travel
through a child’s mind. In preparation for this experience, children are most likely to
be supported by family and friends who lovingly share their opinions, feelings,
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Children Learn
What They Live

experiences and information in order to provoke excitement and remove any
concerns. Children may also look to their past experiences (which may be positive or
negative) to make sense of what is coming. All a child really knows is that they are

If a child lives with criticism, he
learns to condemn.

going to a new place, without familiar family members, with new adults and peers,

If a child lives with hostility, he learns

and a new environment. For every child there is anticipation about the journey on

to fight.

which they are about to embark. Some children may have small memories as siblings

If a child lives with ridicule, he learns

to children who have previously attended. Some children may be returning which still

to be shy.
If a child lives with shame, he learns

contains the element of the unknown with new peers. Once the Kindy year has
commenced it’s all new for all!

to feel guilty.
If a child lives with tolerance, he
learns to be patient.

The journey from baby to adulthood is a compilation of life experiences with early
childhood experiences being some of the most significant in determining an
individual’s wellbeing in all areas of development including brain development.
Therefore we must view early childhood through the eyes of a child and offer

If a child lives with encouragement,
he learns confidence.
If a child lives with praise, he learns
to appreciate.
If a child lives with fairness, he learns

opportunities and environments that are inviting, engaging and meaningful to

justice.

children.

If a child lives with security, he learns
to have faith.

As an Early Childhood Teacher I see the Kindy setting as yet another ‘gathering place’
in a child’s life where families, peers, educators and other community members come
together.

If a child lives with approval, he
learns to like himself.
If a child lives with acceptance and
friendship, he learns to find love in
the world.

It is a place that reflects the culture and values of those who attend
It is a place of acceptance of individual strengths, needs, and differences
It is a place that values learning in a social context
It is a place where children can be, belong and become.
Partnerships are valued. Partnerships are fostered between children, families,
educators and importantly the built and natural environments.

Dorothy Law Nolte
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So what implications do these elements have on the program we design and the environments in which it takes place?

play. In a world where play as an

Firstly, to be meaningful to children we must use the child’s natural learning medium...

essential ingredient of childhood is rapidly disappearing, we aim to create many open-ended opportunities and learning
experiences in which children can create and construct their ideas. This encourages thinking and skill development all within
a social context. Children and adults scaffold their knowledge and understandings, sharing a balance of input. Interactions
with people, materials and places are highly valued. We feel we have a responsibility to help children question, problem solve
and take an active role and responsibility for their learning. We want to support children to be ‘seekers’ in learning not to be

Wonderment and
imagination are important ingredients of the program. The environment and materials must therefore be flexible and
passive bystanders. Essentially, we adopt a process of engagement as opposed to entertainment.

malleable reflecting the childrens’ ideas and interests.

Our Kindy is nestled amongst trees that are over 100 years old. The park beyond our fence line offers a never-ending sense of
green space to the observer. This

natural environment is another teacher. It hugs and nurtures with its opportunities for

refuge, for solace, for connection with the natural world, for challenges and offers the child endless possibilities for
exploration and play. In this environment sensorial learning is optimised…a significant way in which children gather
information about their world. It is this environment that we treasure to teach us about patience, nature time, care and
respect for living things and the need for sustainable practices.

Our built environment too is an environment that utilises materials and close proximity to each other to learn about empathy,
selflessness, self regard, flexibility, self-regulation, independence, interdependence, responsibility, inquiry and curiosity, just
to name a few. My wish for this Kindy is, and always has been, a place that is identified philosophically and therefore
physically in the community as a place that embraces all these elements. A place its community identifies as a valued place
for children and families. We are very fortunate to have a wonderful staff team dedicated to their roles to work alongside
children and families. We are also so fortunate to have Ingrid Erbacher and Gill Spall teach our Extended Kindy Hours
program. Both Ingrid and Gill are dedicated and experienced educators and have already established warm caring
connections with the children and are working beautifully as a team in designing a quality EKH program for the children.
On a daily/weekly basis your child’s teacher will update you on the educational program either through a ‘Conversation
Starters’ or ‘Weekly Diary.’ In future newsletters our educational program will be discussed in general terms leaving your
child’s teacher to elaborate through the formats just noted.

This year, like others of the past, we wish Holland Park Kindergarten to be
children.

a Child’s Place as opposed to a place for
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EXTENDED KINDY HOURS PROGRAM
In the afternoon of the Mondays Group’s Extended Kindy Hours, Ingrid and Gill assimilate into the program from 2.45pm,
having a handover from Megan and Benita. This helps them to connect with the educators and the children to make the
transition as smooth as possible. As the children settle into Term 1, and to make the most of the extended daylight, the
children transition directly from afternoon tea to outside play. There the children can continue their play from earlier on in
the day allowing Ingrid and Gill to observe their strengths and interests, which will form the basis of their programming.
During this time, focus is placed on building secure, respectful, and reciprocal relationships with the children that will nurture
their sense of belonging, freeing them to explore their environment and engage in play and learning. Positive relationships
also empower the children to develop social competence.

CHILDREN’S HEALTH AND SAFETY
I apologise now but I’m writing more about COVID!
Our staff is so appreciative of your understanding to keep your children home when possible over the first two weeks of Term
1. We recognise that it is difficult to manage work with young children at home, let alone all the health concerns and being
restricted in places to go.

To keep all children, families, and staff as well as possible we ask that you keep your children at home if unwell and
especially if showing any signs of COVID. I know that RATs are not easily accessible however if you have any doubts please
keep your child at home until they can receive a negative result on a test. If your child has tested positive they must remain in
isolation for 7 days and return only when they no longer have symptoms. Please keep in communication with your child’s
teachers so we can update other families as to our numbers so they can also be vigilant. There is no judgement, please
always be calm and kind throughout this testing time. No one wants their children or their families to be sick. Please
remember that our staff has families too, including some with young and vulnerable children.

Practical measures include hand sanitiser available on arrival in the courtyard and on departure just past the exit gate. We
are appreciative of you and your family using it at these times. Try to keep only one parent or nominated person as the main
drop off and pick up person of your child. If you are using our Kindy pens to sign on, please place it in the used pens
container after use as we clean them daily. Our staff conducts cleaning of frequent touch zones of parents and children
throughout the day and our Centre is cleaned professionally every afternoon.
Thank you again so much for your thoughtfulness and cooperation. We truly appreciate it.

Throughout the year we conduct fire and lockdown drills, maintain our building and grounds and update policies issued by
our Central Governing Body, Lady Gowrie. One of these polices recently updated requires us to call you prior to
administering paracetamol should your child’s temperature exceed 39 degrees. Even though you may have already provided
written consent this phone call is to check that 4 hours has lapsed since any prior paracetamol has been given to your child.
Just a reminder that your child is unable to attend Kindy unless 24 hours has passed from your child’s last temperature or
vomiting or diarrhea episodes.

Children must have sunscreen applied either by you or the educators before the children play outside and we appreciate you
supplying your child with an individual sunscreen. This is another way they can be independent and capable for their own
care when needed. We periodically have large numbers of mosquitoes so please apply the OFF provided in the courtyard
again on arrival.

If you see something in our Centre that you think requires attention please let staff know and we will find a way to address
the issue.
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PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
Thank you so much to all of the parents who attended our first working bee where final touches were made to ensure that the
Kindy building and grounds were beautifully presented and safe for the children’s commencement.

We are very lucky to have Jennifer Ross as our Maintenance Officer this year to organize working bees and maintenance jobs
but we greatly rely on your involvement to keep the Kindy and grounds well maintained. There will be more working bees and
specific jobs to be executed throughout the year. You can imagine our Centre with its natural grounds, requires more work than
many schools to maintain and as a community Kindy we rely on your support to ensure it is in good condition always.
Karen Ryan is also integral to our Centre’s maintenance in her role of gardener and we are very grateful for her continued
dedication to her role. Our cleaners Ravi and his team provide daily cleaning of the Kindy and we are grateful also to them for
their work!

Have you seen the

new front fence and the fabulous teepees in the playground? We still have some planting to do at the

roadside of the fence but feel it is a great improvement to our frontage, allowing children walking past to peep in through the
animal cut outs in the fence and for the Kindy children to peek safely to the outside world in the same way. I wonder if there will
come a time where our Kindies meet the face of another child on the outside through the peep spots at the same time,
wouldn’t that be a fun connection! Many thanks to the 2021 Committee for their support with these projects to eventuate. We
continue to have other projects for this year to support children’s dignity and play spaces.

STAFF ARRANGEMENTS
Our current staff arrangements are:
Monday Group – Megan, Benita, Ingrid and Gill
Friday Group – Leanne and Gill

We are seeking some support staff to ensure all children are integrated well, with their needs and strengths catered for and
equitable relationships and opportunities exist.

My grateful thanks to all staff for their efforts in organising the Kindy prior to the commencement of the year.
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COLLABORATIVE RELATIONSHIPS WITH
FAMILIES AND COMMUNITIES
I’d like to suggest to parents of both groups that over the years
Mott Park has become a welcome meeting spot after Kindy or
on weekends for birthday parties and just play dates. In Covid
times, fresh air and lots of space still offers a reasonably safe
environment for your children to connect and Parents to get to
know each other. You can arrange this amongst yourselves.
Please don’t wait for Kindy to organize all your opportunities.
Just pick a time and place and put a note in the courtyard
inviting all to come along or forward an email to me and I will
send it to the group. Some families have in the past organized
Whatsapp chats for this social organizing. It’s as easy as that!

Our first Parent Information Evening will be held on Thursday 3rd March. We are still investigating whether this would be best
conducted via a video, zoom, or attendance at Kindy. These nights are an opportunity for you to learn about the philosophy and
practice that guides our programming at Kindy, ask questions and share ideas.
All educators are getting acquainted with your child and we can grow this connection with the sharing of information. Please
feel welcome to share with us any concerns, achievements, family events etc that may help us to engage in conversations with
your child, understand their wellbeing and celebrate their development and uniqueness.

LEADERSHIP AND SERVICE MANAGEMENT
Thanks to the behind scenes work of our Management Committee. Please feel welcome to approach these parents
who are your representatives at HPK. They are giving freely of their time to manage the Centre and without them HPK
would not be able to operate. Please support them in this year’s management of Kindy.
Offer them your support over the course of the year as many hands do make light work!

President - Lauren Vedalago (Monday group Parent)
Vice President - Susan Brook (Monday Group Parent)
Treasurer - Mushfiq Rahman (Monday Group Parent)
Secretary - Alicia Sutton (Friday Group Parent)
Grants Officer - Miriam Gibson (Friday group Parent) and Sandra Avendano (Monday Group Parent
Maintenance - Jennifer Ross (Monday Group Parent)
Events Co-ordinator - Addie Brooks (Friday group Parent)
Marketing Officer- Leisa Holliday (Monday Group Parent)

Our Centre’s Admin/Finance Officer, Chris Nicoll is available on Tuesdays at Kindy or you can contact her at
admin@hollandparkkindy.com. We are hosting our first visit from our Lady Gowrie consultant Tracy Joyce on 8th March
visiting this term the Monday group.

I sincerely hope that your child and your family are enjoying their start to the 2022 Kindy year.

Leanne Austin
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Like the children, the new committee members have been learning the ropes
and getting used to their new roles and responsibilities. So far it has been a
great way to be involved in the kindergarten, and to get to know some of the
other parents. Leanne, Megan, and Chris have been providing wonderful
support and guidance along the way as the new committee members applied
for bank logins and blue cards, approved payments, reviewed paperwork,
helped find a new staff member (welcome Ingrid!), and ran the first committee
meeting of 2022. Our experience so far is of staff who truly embody the
partnerships that Leanne describes in her director’s report. Thank you to all the
volunteers who assisted with the first working bee to get the Kindy ready to
welcome the children on their first day. We are looking forward to an exciting
and enriching year ahead!

Lauren Vedalago
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EVENTS UPDATE
Welcome Breakfast
Our Kindy Connection Breakfast will be held at Holland Park Kindergarten on

Sunday, March 13th,

9 - 11am. Families will have the opportunity to mingle, connect, and get to know each other better. A
sausage sizzle will be provided, plus poppers for the children. BYO: Picnic rug, hats, sunscreen, water
bottle (that can be filled from our water cooler). An RSVP sheet will be placed beside the kindy sign-on
book soon.

Save the Date!
Holland Park Kindy Open Day will take place on

Sunday, 5 June 2022

Our Annual Open Day will take place in June this year and we would love your support! This is the one
day of the year where we showcase our beautiful kindergarten to current and prospective families,
while raising awareness and funds for HPK. It is an opportunity for the community to come along and
see our amazing facilities, view the grounds, and meet the staff.
Please save the date in your calendars, and spread the word about this upcoming event. We are
currently planning the program and will be seeking volunteers for stalls and other duties.
If you know of any businesses that might be approachable regarding donations of prizes or vouchers
for our raffle please let us know - contact Addie via adelaidabrooks@outlook.com
If you have any suggestions of stalls or other activities for the Open Day please get in touch. Further
details will be distributed in the coming weeks.
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